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west to east

a canadian patchwork

CANADA

finished quilt measures

Designed & pieced by Sheila O’Hagan
Machine Quilted by Creative Sisters - Kitchener, Ontario

71” X 90”

www.jnharper.com • Montreal, Quebec
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Use ¼” seams. Yardage based on 115 cm wide
(44/45”) fabric. If prewashing wash in cold water,
tumble dry –warm

MATERIALS
Discover Canada by Robert Kaufman
Discover Canada Panels

AOR 16248-200 vintage (8 blocks)
AOR 16252-200 vintage (8 blocks)
QUILT USES 13 CITY BLOCKS - Choose the
desired blocks for your quilt.

KONA Solid Khaki – sashing, side borders,
cornerblocks 2 meters

KONA Solid - (6 colours)-for patchwork rectangle
blocks .20 meters of each
Sample used Kona Mushroom, Grass Green, Lapis,
Navy, Curry and Black

KONA Solid Navy - Inner Border and Binding
1.5 meters

Discover Canada AOR 16250-200-vintage

2.5 meters (no piecing in the vertical borders
required) there will be extra left that can be used for a
scrappy backing.
IF NOT USING DIRECTIONAL FABRIC
1.7 meters (Cut strips WOF) for OUTER BORDER.

From KONA Khaki - cut EIGHT 1 ¼” by WOF.
Sub-cut into TWENTY FOUR 1 ¼” by 11” strips.
(If your block is a different measurement than 10” by
11” you will have to adjust this size)

Make a row of Patchwork and Panel blocks
to determine the exact size required for the
Horizontal Sashing and Side Borders and
then cut the following:
From KONA Khaki for horizontal Sashing Strips
between blocks- cut SIX 4” by 48” OR THE SIZE
OF YOUR QUILT ROW. Cut on the lengthwise grain
of fabric).
From KONA Khaki for Side Borders cut TWO 4”
strips by length of Quilt (approx. 74”). Cut FOUR
6 ½” squares for cornerblocks.
From AOR 16250-200 for OUTER Borders from
Directional Fabric (2.5 m).

CUTTING

Cut TWO 6 ½” by
WOF for Top and
Bottom Borders.

From Discover Canada Panels- choose 13 blocks.
Trim each block so it measures 10” wide by 11” long.
This will leave a small amount of black on top and
bottom, and NO black on sides. IF you are a
BEGINNER, then trim these blocks AFTER you
have completed the Patchwork block. Trim the Panel
Block to the same size.

For SIDE BORDERS
Cut TWO 6 ½” by
length of remaining
fabric. This length
should be approx. 79”.

From SIX KONA Solids - cut TWO 3⅛” strips by
WOF.

Top and Bottom Border

Cut these borders
after the Quilt is
sewn. The sides
and ends of your
quilt will need to
be measured to
determine the exact
border lengths.

Top and Bottom Border

Side Border

71” by 90” • Intermediate Skill Level

From KONA Navy – cut Eight 3” by WOF.
Cut EIGHT 2 ½” by WOF.

Side Border

WEST to EAST A Canadian Patchwork

If using NON Directional Fabric for Outer
Border - Cut EIGHT Strips- 6 ½” by WOF.
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INSTRUCTIONS for Patchwork Blocks

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ROWS

Using the SIX 3⅛” KONA solid strips, sew THREE
different strips together. Repeat with the other three
colours, making two sets that are the same arrangement. Press all seams open. From each of the two
sets, cut TWENTY FOUR 3⅛” units.

Arrange the 13 City blocks and 12 Patchwork Blocks
into Five rows.
I chose to lay out the Western cities on the left side of
the quilt and the eastern cities on the right side. Sew
with ¼” seams and press the seams away from
patchwork. Measure your rows and this is the
measurement you need to use to cut SIX sashing
strips of KONA KHAKI . approx. 49”.
See layout below. P denotes City PANEL, PB
denotes patchwork. Pinning is essential to
ensure all rows stay a consistent size.

Sashing
P
To make ONE Patchwork Rectangle block, use two
of each unit to create a patchwork rectangle with
twelve squares.
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P
Block should measures 8 ½” by 11”. MAKE
TWELVE BLOCKS.
Take two 1 ¼” by 11”
sashing strips of KONA
KHAKI and sew to each
side of the block.
Make 12. Press seams
towards sashing.
Block size 10” by 11”.

PB

Sashing
Press seams towards SASHING. Measure both sides
of the quilt to determine the Side Border length.
Using 4” by this Length of KONA KHAKI, pin to
each side, and sew with ¼” seam. Press away from
quilt. Quilt should measure approx. 48” by 74”.
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INNER AND OUTER BORDERS
When attaching border strips be sure to
match the center of the border strip to the
centre of the side of the quilt. This will
prevent borders from stretching. Pin in place
and if the borders are slightly longer than
required, this can be trimmed off later.

SCRAPPY BACKING
You may choose to use up some leftovers for your
backing. Be sure all pieces are on the straight of grain
for your scrappy backing. I used the Canada Map
Panel from the Discover Canada Collection as part of
the backing. Here are some ideas.

Sew short ends of 3” navy strips together. Cut to fit
sides and ends of quilt. Add an extra inch for wiggle
room, as the ends can be trimmed after stitching.
Attach NAVY inner border to sides with ¼” seam.
Press away from Quilt. Now measure the top and
bottom edges of the quilt. Cut your navy inner border
this measurement PLUS an extra inch for wiggle
room. Then attach border to bottom of quilt. Be sure
to pin to avoid stretching of quilt. Position each piece
of sashing by matching the center points on sashing
and quilt. This will ensure you are not stetching the
quilt sides.
Attach 6 ½” OUTER BORDERS to BOTH SIDES
in the same manner as for INNER BORDER. Press
away from quilt.
Measure the top and bottom edges of the quilt.
This is the size you need to make the top and
bottom border, which includes cornerblocks. Create a
scrappy border by using leftover pieces of the KONA
PATCHWORK STRIPS used in the Patchwork
Block. Attach a 6 ½” by 22” piece of the City names
fabrics on each side and cut to fit the top and bottom
edge of Quilt. Cornerblocks can also be added if
desired. Press border seams away from quilt.

SEE Diagram for QUILT LAYOUT
ON PAGE 4.

BINDING

Quilts have been quilted using
QUILTERS DREAM BATTING.
Try Dream Cotton, Dream Blend or
Dream Wool for your
Discover Canada Quilt.

Use KONA SOLID Navy for the binding. Join short
ends of 2 ½” strips on the diagonal. Press seams and
press wrong sides together. Attach in your favourite
method.

Congratulations on completing
YOUR CANADIAN PATCHWORK!
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